
HOW IMPLEMENTING AS LITTLE AS

30% OF CONTENT BISTRO’S

RECOMMENDATIONS TRANSFORMED

EMAIL STRATEGIST SAMAR OWAIS’

BUSINESS AND SKYROCKETED HER

TO SIX-FIGURE MONTHS.

CONTENTBISTRO.COM

"Most of the good things happening in my
business to this day, I can track back to
Momentum Mise En Place. If Mayank and Prerna
hadn't encouraged me to start that newsletter,
none of this would have happened."

- SAMAR OWAIS



The Client
SAMAR OWAIS

. .

 Samar is an email conversion strategist for SaaS and

eCommerce brands. She’s helped companies like Hubspot,

Drip, and Pinterest as well as numerous ecommerce brands

increase conversions, retain customers, and fix the money-

leaking gaps in their emails. She's also the creator of the

eCommerce Email Bootcamp for copywriters. 

 

You'll find her geeking out over emails on Twitter and

picking an email fight every Wednesday in her newsletter,

Emails Done Right.
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The Challenge. .

Samar had seen modest success as a freelance writer and blogger. But as a

busy mom of two kids, she was ready to say goodbye to blogging, get more

strategic about her time and focus, and shift into a more rewarding and

profitable niche: email. 

She was ready to grow her authority and make a name for herself in email.

But how? 

Samar knew the standard advice — guest post to build authority. But, this

approach felt exhausting and time-consuming. Plus, it didn't feel natural to

her, especially since she wanted to start blogging less. 

She also experienced self-doubt. She felt she didn’t have anything new to offer

and that the niche was saturated with experts already talking about the topics

she wanted to talk about.
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Like many copywriters, Samar longed for the independence that
financial freedom would bring. She wanted to grow her authority as
an industry expert in a way that felt authentic and right for her.

She tried a coaching program, but ultimately felt disappointment when that

coach seemed determined to push their version of what she should be doing

onto her. She had no interest in a mastermind program that wouldn’t honor

her individuality or personality.

She knew she wanted to grow her authority without guest posting
or creating long form content, in a way that felt good and
sustainable.



The Solution. .

In January 2020, she enrolled in Momentum Mise-En-Place, a 3-month

strategic consulting sprint designed to give entrepreneurs the specific action

steps they need to fast-track their business’ growth. 

Unlike online programs that require you to share the mentor’s time with other

members, Momentum Mise-en-Place is completely focused on you and your

goals. 
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Samar decided to take charge of her visibility strategy and
positioning.

‘I got 2:1 time with Prerna and Mayank and because

they understood what I wanted to achieve in my business

and the kind of person I was, they did the

brain-work for me. The result? A plan that I could execute

without worrying about something not being ‘me’.’



The Results. .

 By following Content Bistro’s action plan and focusing on the things that she

felt great about doing, Samar saw incredible momentum. 

Samar started working with Mayank and Prerna in January 2020.
By December 2020, she had her first six figure year. 

'Every month they gave me this list of actionable things to do. And I

would implement maybe 30% of it. But just implementing that 30%

grew into this huge ball of momentum where I was being invited to

speak at conferences without pitching them. I would send them

multiple ideas, hoping that one of them would get chosen. But then

they'd say, we love both. Can you do both? And I did it.’

- SAMAR OWAIS

As a result of Momentum Mise-en-Place, Samar was introduced to people who

were a great fit for joint ventures and client work. 
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Launch her email newsletter, Emails Done Right. Within a week, she
had her first 100 subscribers. 

Launch a full-blown course, the eCommerce Email Bootcamp, which
sold out and made her 15k in beta. It was 70% filled 3 days before cart-
close. When she relaunched the eCommerce Email Bootcamp the
next year, she made 65k. 

Get invited as a paid guest expert to two programs. 

Receive an invite to present talks to the SaaS company Litmus. 

Pick up industry-leading clients like Pinterest and Hubspot. 

Implementing just 30% of Prerna and Mayank’s recommendations led
Samar to:

And she hired Prerna Malik as the strategist and copywriter for her next

launch.

 ‘It's kind of a no brainer. If you've got something that you want to

achieve, if you've got a course you want to launch or you just want to

get the ecosystem of your business right or you have productized

services… anything where you've got a goal in mind and you really

want to focus. They will help you do it. They know what's most

important, that'll help you get things in place in the right order.’ 

 
- SAMAR OWAIS
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YES, I WANT TO INVEST

IN SERIOUS GROWTH
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Want to build momentum for your
growth on your own terms?

https://contentbistro.com/momentum-mise-en-place/
https://contentbistro.com/momentum-mise-en-place/
https://contentbistro.com/momentum-mise-en-place/

